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ABSTRACT
UNDERWATER TRACKING OF H U M P B A C K WHALES
novaeangliae)

(Megaptera

W I T H HIGH-FREQUENCY P I N G E R S AND
ACOUSTIC RECORDING TAGS
by
Val E. Schmidt

University of New Hampshire, September, 2008

A long-baseline acoustic system has been developed for the tracking of humpback whales
(Megaptera novaeangliae) that have been tagged with digital acoustic recording devices, or
DTAGs, providing quantitative observations of submerged whale behavior.

The system

includes three acoustic sources deployed from small-boats that follow the whale after the
animal has been tagged. Integrated GPS provides positioning and synchronized operation
of the sources. Time-encoded signals from the sources are recorded along with whale vocalizations and ambient noise on the whale tag. Time-of-flight measurements, as measured by
the tag acoustic data, are converted to range from the whale to each source with a nominal
sound speed. A non-linear least-squares solution is then solved for the whale's position.
The system is demonstrated with data collected from a tagged animal in the summer of
2007.

xni

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1

Introductory S t a t e m e n t

A pending peer-reviewed submission to the Journal of Oceanic Engineering comprises the
bulk of this thesis with only slight modifications to the abstract to meet thesis length
requirements. This submission was made with secondary authors, Thomas C. Weber of
the University of New Hampshire, David Wiley of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration, and Mark Johnson of Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute. In addition to
the article submission, this thesis also contains detailed supplemental information in several
appendices.

1.2

Background

Since 2004, the Stellwagen Bank National Marine Sanctuary has facilitated annual summer
expeditions to tag humpback whales (Megaptera novaeangliae) that feed in the sanctuary
during the summer months [1, 2, 3, 4]. Stellwagen Bank is an area north of Cape Cod
and east of Boston, with depths ranging from 20 to 200 m (Figure 1-1). Humpback whales
spend their time in the Sanctuary feeding, primarily on sand lance (Ammodytes

ameri-

canus)[5]. During these expeditions, whales were tagged with Digital Acoustic Recording
Tags (DTAGS) developed at Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution [6]. DTAGs have been
used in other studies to investigate the kinematics of both sperm and right whales [6] [7],
effects of ambient and anthropogenic noise on humpback whale behavior [8, 9] and the
response of humpback whales to artificially introduced whale calls [10]. In these studies,
positioning of the whale has been derived from visual sightings at the surface and dead-
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reckoning while submerged.

This work describes a long-baseline (LBL) acoustic system

designed to track tagged whales while submerged, providing higher accuracy positioning
than the previously used dead-reckoning methods and enabling an increased understanding
of whale energetics and behavior.

Stellwagen Bank National Marine Sanctuary

Figure 1-1:
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70'00'W
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70'00'W

Stellwagen Bank National Marine Sanctuary is outlined

above—east of Boston and north of Cape Cod.

Common methods of tracking whales include surface sightings, radio-frequency tagging,
and both passive and active sonar. Visual sighting and identification of whales at different
times of year in different locales remain the standard method of tracking for distances up
to thousands of kilometers, and over time intervals from months to years [11]. The advent
of radio-frequency microelectronics has improved on visual methods in the form of whale
tags that send satellite-received signals for tracking over long distances, or VHF signals
for tracking at ranges up to tens of kilometers [11]. However, visual, satellite and VHF
tracking methods provide fixes only at the surface. To complement surface fixes, animal
tags were developed to measure the depth of the animal over time. Many devices were
initially developed to measure depth-range profiles of various types of seals [12. 13, 14],
which are more easily tagged. These devices were later applied to whales [14, 15]. Other
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tags were developed specifically for whale depth-range profiles [16] and in many of these
[6, 14, 17], depth measurements were part of a multi-sensor instrument package.
Whales have been detected and tracked passively on seismic arrays and other sonars
since the end of World War II. Passive tracking of whales has been used mainly in migration
studies and localization of whales during seismic surveys or naval exercises whose horizontal
accuracy requirements are low (tens to hundreds of meters) compared to that of behavioral
and kinematic studies. Sperm whales, which provide regular and frequent vocalizations,
have been tracked passively in recent studies (e.g. [18, 19, 20, 21, 7, 22, 23]). Humpback
whales have also been detected and tracked passively [9, 24], although with less fidelity
due to the irregular frequency of their vocalizations. In addition to passive sonar, active
sonar has been used for whale detection and tracking at ranges up to 2 km. These systems
have been used primarily for whale-avoidance. Recent work has focused on the detection of
whales prior to naval tactical sonar testing [25, 26].
In parallel with the development of tags to measure the animal's depth, the advent of
digital recording techniques has allowed development of acoustic recording tags for investigating the vocalizations of whales and other marine mammals and the ambient noise around
them [6, 14, 17]. To place these acoustic measurements in a behavioral and geographical
context, other sensors have been included to facilitate tracking of the animal. For example,
the tag developed by Madsen et al. [17] records acoustics, time and depth. The Bioacoustic
Probe developed by Burgess et al.[14] records acoustics, depth, temperature and acceleration
(for pitch and roll). In addition, the Bioacoustic Probe has been calibrated for flow noise
across the transducer allowing estimates of whale speed [13]. These speed estimates provide an independent assessment of whale speed from surface observations allowing kinematic
studies of whale movement not attainable by visual sightings alone [27, 15]. The DTAG
used in the development of the acoustic tracking system presented here records acoustics,
depth, temperature, acceleration (for pitch and roll), and magnetic heading [6] . DTAGs
have not been calibrated for flow noise as the Bioacoustic Probes have been (DTAGs high
pass filter their acoustic data, potentially filtering out the frequency bands most likely to
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contain flow information), however the addition of heading allows derivation of 3D whale
tracks not attainable by other tags.
The different methods of tracking described above are appropriate for different applications. For example, long-range, seasonal migrations can be captured by visual sighting
and satellite tagging, while VHF tagging is suitable for regional tracking over distances
of tens to hundreds of kilometers. When these methods are used to provide a horizontal
constraint for depth-time recorders, much can be learned about whale diving and surfacing
behavior [11]. In addition, passive positioning can provide 3D tracking with an accuracy
of 10's of meters. Although passive systems are ideal in that they are minimally invasive,
passive systems require regularly vocalizing animals. Unlike the other methods, submerged,
high-update rate tracking methods provide a means to assess behavior on the scale of the
animal's movement. For example, feeding humpback whales commonly blow a vertical curtain of bubbles, known as a bubble net, to corral a school of prey [28]. The size of bubble
net curtains, whale speed variation while submerged and the geometry of these characteristic behaviors cannot be captured by surface sightings and can only be measured passively
when the animal is actively vocalizing. Tracking of tagged animals through a long-baseline
system, such as the one presented here, provides a means to make quantitative estimates of
these events.
Traditionally, DTAG measurements of depth and heading are merged with visual sightings to provide a dead-reckoned whale track. Either a constant whale speed is assumed
after an initial visual sighting when the tag is applied, or a series of constant whale speeds
are derived for intervals between visual sightings throughout the duration that the tag deployment [6]. The assumptions inherent in dead-reckoning produce precise, smooth tracks
with a fix-to-fix consistency that is sufficient to surmise the general behavior (e.g. surfacing, diving, bubble net feeding, etc.) of the animal without having necessarily accurately
located the animal in a geographic reference frame. Dead-reckoned tracks have been used
to visualize the character of whale behavior below the surface [4] in studies involving humpback whale vocalizations [6, 3], their feeding habits, and the propensity of ship strikes due
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to shallow feeding depths[1, 2, 4].
Because dead-reckoned tracks generated from DTAG data are created from an assumed
whale speed, they suffer from poor accuracy, provide little information about true whale
speed and can induce distortions to the true whale track. Without an independent measure
of the whale's position, dead-reckoned tracks are of limited use in studies assessing the
kinematics of whale movements or for study of the geometry of characteristic behaviors.
To measure the whale's geo-referenced position and speed, an acoustic positioning system has been developed for the tracking of tagged whales. This long-baseline (LBL) system
measures the whale's position at a nominal 1 Hz update rate providing the ability to track
whale movements with sufficient fidelity to assess feeding behavior geometry, whale kinematics and to place the whale in a geo-referenced context. Below we describe a general
overview of the system and provide a detailed description of the high frequency acoustic
sources involved.

We then present DTAG acoustic data processing techniques and ap-

proaches to whale positioning as applied to a humpback whale that was tagged and tracked
for 80 minutes with the system on July 21st, 2007. Results from this track are discussed,
including a comparison of acoustically derived tracks with traditional dead-reckoned tracks
and calculation of the speed and geometry of characteristic humpback whale bubble net
feeding events.
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CHAPTER 2
W H A L E T R A C K I N G SYSTEM D E S C R I P T I O N

DTAGs are attached to the whale using a carbon fiber pole from a small rigid hull inflatable boat (RHIB) [6]. The tags are secured to the whale with suction cups and remain on the
whale until released by a preset trigger after a specified duration or until they lose suction
by other means. While attached, DTAGs provide up to 16 hours of two-channel acoustic
recording at 96 kHz. Additional instruments aboard the DTAG record temperature, pressure (for depth), three-axis acceleration and three-axis magnetometer data. (Acceleration
and magnetometer data are used to resolve whale orientation and heading.) While a tag
is affixed to a whale, the animal is followed by three small-boats to monitor the whale's
surface behavior and to facilitate recovery of the DTAG when it releases.
The LBL tracking system presented here is deployed to track the whale after the tag
is applied and the whale is submerged.

The system consists of three acoustic sources,

one deployed from each of the three small-boats (Figure 2-1). A simple, hand-deployable,
low-power, high frequency, acoustic source was designed for this system. For brevity, the
term "pinger" will be used throughout this paper to refer to these sources. Each pinger
combines a small microprocessor, secure digital (SD) data card logger, Global Positioning
System (GPS) receiver, GPS antenna and power amplifier into a small water-proof case.
The system transmits the acoustic signal via a small radially omni-directional transducer
lowered approximately 2 m beneath the surface. A photograph of a unit is shown in Figure
2-2, and a system diagram is shown in Figure 2-3.
The whale-tracking pingers operate in a synchronized fashion utilizing the GPS 1-pulseper-second (PPS) signal as a trigger, thereby sending acoustic pulses at known times and
from known locations. The pulses are sent at 25 to 31 kHz (a detailed description of the
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pulse generation is described later), above the estimated frequency threshold of humpback
hearing [29]. The pulses are recorded on the DTAG with whale vocalizations and other
ambient noise, and by timing the receipt of these pulses on the DTAG, one-way travel times
are measured. Ranges from each source to whale are calculated using a nominal sound
speed. Finally a range-only least squares solution, constrained by the DTAG-measured
depth, provides the 3D location of the whale. Details regarding these data processing steps
are provided in Section III below.

Intersecting Acoustic Ranges

Figure 2-1: Small-boats (typically rigid hull inflatable boats, (RHIB)) follow at several hundred meters from the tagged animal.

GPS-positioned

acoustic sources are deployed from each RHIB. The acoustic sources are
recorded on the whale tag, from which one-way travel times and ranges are
measured.

The microprocessor utilized in the pinger was the BASIC Stamp BS2px24. The enabling
feature of this processor for this application are the "polling" commands, which provide the
functionality of interrupts for a non-multitasking processor, and the "FREQOUT" command which provides a pulse-width-modulated 5 V signal at a prescribed frequency. These
commands allow monitoring of a trigger pin and, on receipt of a trigger signal, generation
of an acoustic pulse with very low jitter. Because the Stamp microprocessor has only 16
Kbytes of internal non-volatile memory for program and data storage, an add-on SD card
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Figure 2-2: Pinger electronics package with surface-mounted GPS, on/off
switch and LED indicator light. The case measures 0.235 m x 0.181 m x
0.146 m.

UNH Pinger System Diagram
Garmin 17N
GPS

SD Card
Data Logger

TTL1
PPS
Trigger

Microprocessor

RS-232
(NMEA)

PWM
Transmit
Signal

Figure 2-3: Conceptual drawing of the pinger. A Garmin™GPS provides
pinger triggering and positioning.

Positions are logged to an SD data

card. Pulse width modulated acoustic transmit pulses are generated by
the control processor, which are amplified and impedance matched to the
transducer at the center operating frequency.

data logger was required for logging GPS positions. Positioning and time-keeping were
provided for the pinger by a Garmin™17N marine grade GPS. The GPS provides National
Marine Electronics Association (NMEA) strings via serial link for position and time at 1
Hz. The GPS also provides a TTL 1-PPS signal synchronized to the UTC second that was
used to trigger the pinger for initiation of a pulse. The generated transmit signal (described
later) is sent to a power amplifier to drive the transducer.
Power consumption of the system is dominated by the GPS and microprocessor peaking at approximately 1 W combined. The pulse length, amplitude and duty cycle of the
acoustic signal are such that the impact of the amplifier on power consumption is negligible.
Therefore a 12 V, 2.8 Ah battery can provide an operational lifetime of more than 24 h.

2.1

S y s t e m Operation

Figure 2-4 provides a flow diagram of software operation. When activated, the control
processor initializes, and then waits in low-power mode for a trigger signal from the GPS.
When a trigger signal is received, an acoustic pulse is sent. Several hundred milliseconds
after receipt of the trigger signal, the NMEA position and time string are received from the
GPS and subsequently parsed. The GPS data is logged to the onboard SD card and the
GPS time is used as a seed in the algorithm to generate the next pulse sequence. These
sequence indices are stored and the system returns to low power mode until the next 1-PPS
trigger is received.
Measurements were made to assess the latency and jitter of the pinger's acoustic pulses.
1-PPS trigger signals, measured from the GPS receiver of each pinger, were found to vary
less than 200 ns. In addition, the delay from receipt of the GPS trigger to generation of the
acoustic pulse was measured to be 492 /u,s on average with a jitter of 3 /J,S (jitter is defined
here as one standard deviation of the delay). This trigger-to-transmit delay was accounted
for in calculation of one-way travel times. The combined jitter from the 1-PPS trigger signal
and that of the microprocessor-generated acoustic pulse contributes just 4.8 mm of range
error (assuming a 1,500 ms""1), which was considered a negligible source of error.
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UNH Pinger Software Flow Diagram

PARSE NMEA FOR
TIME AND
GENERATE NEXT
PULSE SEQUENCE

Figure 2-4: Flow diagram of the pinger control processor operation.

In each pulse the pinger sends a train of seven gated, continuous wave (CW) sub-pulses
having frequencies of 25 to 31 kHz in 1 kHz steps. The sub-pulses are transmitted for 1
ms each. Each sub-pulse, therefore, has a nominal bandwidth of 1 kHz. A complete train
of seven sub-pulses provides 7 kHz total bandwidth corresponding to a range measurement
resolution of 0.2 m,
In addition, because the DTAG contains only a relative internal time reference, it was
desirable to encode UTC time in some manner into each acoustic pulse. This time encoding
was used during a DTAG timing calibration step at the end of each deployment. Encoding of
UTC time into the pinger pulse was achieved by permuting the seven sub-pulses. Limitations
in the operating memory space of the Stamp processor allowed for only simple encoding of
the UTC second into each pulse and then only at a resolution of 10 seconds. Therefore,
in each of the six 10-second intervals of a UTC minute, a separate permutation was sent.
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Spectrograms of Time Encoded Pinger Pulses
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Figure 2-5: Spectrograms of all 18 pinger permutations are shown. Each
column of three signals are sent from each of the three pingers in one ten
second interval. For example, Pingers A, B and C send the first column
of three signals, respectively, for seconds 00-09 of every UTC minute. The
three signals in the second column are sent from seconds 10-19 of every
UTC minute, and so on.

Since each of these must be unique (to distinguish one pinger from another) a total of 18
pulse types were required for the three pingers.
Non-volatile memory in the microprocessor was insufficient to store the six frequency
permutations for each pinger. Therefore, an algorithm was developed to generate the six
pulse types from a single unique reference permutation. In the algorithm, a simple ruleset adjusts the order of this reference permutation based on the current UTC second, as
reported by the GPS. For seconds 0-9 the reference permutation itself is sent. For seconds
10-19 every other frequency of the reference permutation is sent, returning to the skipped
values when the end of the reference permutation was reached. For example, if the reference
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permutation was [25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31], the permutation sent from 10-19 seconds was
generated by initially skipping every other frequency giving [25, 27, 29, 31, 26, 28, 30]. For
seconds 20-29, the train of sub-pulses was generated by skipping two entries in the reference
permutation - e.g [25, 28, 31, 27, 30, 26, 29]. Pings for seconds 30-39, 40-49 and 50-59
were generated by skipping 3, 4 and 5 entries respectively. Spectrograms of all 18 pulses
are shown in Figure 2-5.
Reference permutations were chosen such that, when comparing any two of the 18 pulses
types, no more than three frequencies would match in location either by permutation or
rotation of their locations in the signal.

This requirement results in a lOdB difference

between the autocorrelation of each pulse and its correlation with any of the other pulses.
While other spread-spectrum techniques are more theoretically supported to encode and
detect signals of this type [30], the method used here was simple, and therefore, feasible
with the limited capability of the pinger's microprocessor.
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CHAPTER 3

DATA P R O C E S S I N G

Before processing the DTAG acoustic data several preliminary steps were required.
These included generating a temporal reference frame, verifying the DTAG sample rate
and generating a matched filter bank. The matched filter bank was then applied to the
acoustic data for ping detection. These detections were cleaned, converted to ranges and
finally used in a weighted least squares solution for whale position.

3.1

Generating a Temporal Reference Frame

Time associated with each DTAG measurement is derived from an activation time and the
specified sample rate. The DTAG's internal clock is set manually at a resolution of Is when
the unit is armed prior to deployment and the activation time (tag-in-water) is recorded
internally when the tag is deployed on a whale. Because of the coarseness of the DTAG time
reference and the potential variability of the sample rate from tag to tag, it was necessary
to generate a high-resolution DTAG temporal reference frame with a UTC time base. The
reference frame was established through a timing calibration routine at the end of each
deployment after the tag released from the whale.
To conduct the timing calibration when recovering the DTAG, it was held underwater
at a fixed, known distance (20 cm) from a pinger transducer for 1-2 minutes. The tag
recorded the change in pulse types resulting from several 10-second transitions during this
time. The date, hour and minute of this calibration step were manually recorded, while
the second and fraction of a second were established by detecting a 10-second pulse-type
transition measured during the calibration, and correcting the detection time associated
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with this transition for the trigger-to-transmit delay and the delay due to the propagation
of the pulse from the pinger to the tag. This propagation delay was calculated from an
estimate of the distance between the pinger and tag and a CTD-measured sound speed
near the surface. In this way, a sample index in the DTAG acoustic record was correlated
with a UTC date and time with a 1-sigma predicted uncertainty of 20 fj,s. This uncertainty
value is the result of calculation of the propagation of variance due to the uncertainty in the
pinger transmit time (3 //s), the uncertainty in the propagation distance length (0.025 m),
the uncertainty in the measured sound speed (1 m s _ 1 ) and the uncertainty of the detection
algorithm (10 /xs). From the DTAG acoustic sample index correlated with this established
time-stamp and a measured DTAG sample rate, a time vector could be calculated for any
given segment of data.

3.2

Verifying t h e D T A G Sample R a t e and Sample R a t e Stability

The method used for generation of the time standard for DTAG data assumes a known
DTAG sample rate. To measure the DTAG sample rate and sample rate stability, a controlled experiment was performed, in which each DTAG was attached to a pinger for an
extended period with the pinger in operation. Pinger detection times were extracted from
the resulting DTAG-recorded acoustic data using an assumed nominal sample rate (initially
96,000.0 Hz). Although a small amount of jitter exists in the interval from ping-to-ping,
GPS triggering of the pinger ensures the ping-to-ping duration does not grow or shrink on
average. Therefore the slope of a plot of the fractional second of the detection time, i.e.
detection time modulo the ping rate (1 Hz), provides a measure of the difference between
the actual sample rate and the assumed sample rate. In the upper plot of Figure 3-1, the
fractional second of the receive time for each ping is plotted for the two hour test. The slope
of the plot indicates deviation between the assumed sample rate from the correct value, as
a sample rate that is too slow produces a growing positive offset, while a sample rate that
is too fast produces a growing negative offset. The assumed sample rate was adjusted until
the linear portion of the plot was most nearly horizontal (zero slope), as shown. For exam-
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pie, the sample rate for one tag was found to be 96,013.860 Hz (by comparison, two other
tags were found to have sample rates of 96,013.453 Hz and 96,013.509, respectively). This
sample rate was used for all subsequent calculations for that tag.

DTAG Sample Rate Estimation and Stability Test
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Figure 3-1: To measure the DTAG sample rate and determine the need to
characterize it as a function of temperature, a controlled measurement was
performed by measuring the pinger at a short, known distance. Receive
time after transmission is plotted in the upper plot using an assumed sample rate. The true sample rate was found by adjusting the assumed sample
rate until the latter portion of the plot ( > 3000 seconds) is most nearly
horizontal, as shown. Comparison of the receive time and temperature plot
(below) shows the tag coming to thermal equilibrium. The tag's oscillator
varies here just 0.1 ppm over a 6circ temperature change.

The controlled experiment also allowed verification of sample rate stability over changes
in temperature. The effect of temperature on the' DTAG sample rate can be seen when
comparing the upper plot of ping receive time and lower plot of DTAG temperature in
Figure 3-1. A change in detection time of 0.1 ms is seen over the first 1,000 seconds of
operation ( 0.1 parts per million) as the tag comes to thermal equilibrium. The change in
temperature over this duration is 6°C. This variation in sample rate is far smaller than the
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crystal oscillator manufacturer's specification of + / - 30 ppm from -10-60°C [31]. In this case,
the temperature range fortunately falls near the "zero point" of the AT-cut crystal where
the variation in frequency of the oscillator with temperature is very small [32], In addition,
the flat portion of the frequency drift curve extends below the nominal 9°C temperature
recorded on the DTAG during deployment giving confidence that little variation in sample
rate exists between the value measured during the test and an actual deployment. Indeed
the data itself exhibits no bias that might be indicative of significant sample rate variation.
Careful inspection of the receive time in Figure 3-1 will also reveal a few false detections
and a step function in the received time at approximately the 2,700 second point. The false
detections are an artifact of the detection algorithm and may be ignored for the purposes of
this plot. The step function results from a processing irregularity in the control processor
of the pinger. Steps of 10 /is similar to this one occur in a random way with no net change
in the trigger-to-transmission delay. While the cause of this irregularity is unknown, its size
was never seen to vary significantly. Therefore, the irregularity is expected to impart no
significant error to the positioning (10 /is equates to just 15 mm of range error).

3.3

P r o c e s s i n g t h e Acoustic D a t a

Acoustic data from the DTAG were band-pass filtered from 24kHz to 32kHz and baseband
demodulated. A UTC time vector was then created from the start time established in the
timing calibration step and DTAG sample rate. The acoustic data were segmented by UTC
second and the correct matched filters for each 10 second interval and pinger were applied.
The matched filter library was generated for the 18 pulse types by measuring each pulse
in the University of New Hampshire's acoustic test tank facility.

RMS amplitudes and

durations of each sub-pulse within each permutation were measured. These values were
then used to generate analytic models of each complete pulse at the desired sample rate.
Because the time-encoded pulses generated by the pingers contain the same base frequencies, portions of any two pulse-trains will correlate with each other above the noise
floor. Therefore, any given matched filter in the library will generate at least a small cor-
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relation peak when correlated with any other pinger signal. The peak, however, is largest
when the correct filter (i.e. the one that actually matches the signal) is applied.
Correlation output above a preset threshold was identified as the beginning of a candidate window of time for each detection. This detection threshold was set dynamically at
20 times the root mean square noise measured in the previous second. The multiplicative
factor of 20 was determined empirically to ensure true detections could clearly be identified
within an abundance of false detections and to ensure that manual cleaning of the resulting
data in a subsequent step was not prohibitively time consuming. False detections were
common, due in part to frequent whale surfacings, which appear as broadband noise in the
tag data, and an EK-60 fisheries sonar operating at a center frequency of 38kHz from a
nearby support ship. These influences caused the change in noise levels to overwhelm the
detector's ability to adaptively adjust the detection threshold.
Each detection candidate window provides a duration within which an individual pinger
detection is identified. The detection candidate window length was set to at 0.75 times the
pulse length (about 7.5 ms). This length provides a balance between prevention of multiple
detections in close succession, resulting from a window that is too long, and unwanted
multiple detections from a single ping, resulting from a window that is too short. Within
a detection candidate window, the individual matched filter output of the three pingers
having the largest value identifies which pinger was detected. A detection time can then be
recorded as the UTC time corresponding to the index of that peak.

3.4

Calculation of P i n g e r - t o - D T A G R a n g e s

Ranges were calculated using the one-way travel time and a nominal speed of sound in
seawater. Each ping is sent on the UTC second after a fixed trigger-to-transmit delay. For
any given detection, the one-way travel time is the detection time in seconds modulo 1,
minus this trigger-to-transmit delay. To simplify processing, the effects of varying sound
speed with depth ( i.e. both refraction and sound speed along the travel path) were ignored
and a single nominal value of 1,500 m s - 1 was used. The use of a constant, 1,500 ms" -1 sound
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speed provides a gross estimation of the whale's range. However the range bias due to this
type of error is slowly varying with time, preserving the consistency of the measurement from
fix-to-fix. In addition, because the bias is applied to all range measurements, a favorable
geometry, in which the whale is roughly equal distant and between the three sources, removes
the effect of this bias in the final position estimation.
All false detections and multipath arrivals were cleaned from the data set manually.
Although others have used multipath arrivals for localization of whales using matched field
processing [24, 19] the intent here was to keep the model and processing as simple and
computationally tractable as possible. The criterion for cleaning involved selecting measurements that together provide a visible, continuous, trace of data points through an
otherwise random cloud of false detections, omitting multipath traces when they could be
clearly identified. An example of raw data, with points retained after cleaning circled, can
be found in Figure 3-2. A plot of all the resulting acoustically-measured ranges from each
pinger to the DTAG can be found in Figure 3-3.

Raw Acoustic Range Measurements from each Pinger
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Figure 3-2: A portion of the raw range measurements from each pinger
to the whale are shown. A nominal 1,500 m s _ 1 sound speed was used to
calculate ranges. Circled points indicate those that were retained after a
manual cleaning step. Multipath arrivals are frequently evident as parallel
lines of data beyond the first arrivals.
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Acoustic Range Measurements from each Pinger
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Figure 3-3: Individual range measurements from each pinger to the whale
are shown. A nominal 1,500 m s " 1 sound speed was used to calculate ranges.
The apparent discontinuity prior to 22:00 resulted from a repositioning of
the pingers when the whale left the immediate feeding area to join other
whales several kilometers away at a speed faster than the small-boats could
maintain with the pingers deployed.

3.5

Least Squares Positioning

When ranges were measured from all three pingers in a single one-second interval, a nonlinear least squares solution for whale position was calculated.

In this calculation, the

vertical position was forced to the DTAG measured depth, as the geometry of the RHIB
boats with respect to the whale poorly resolves position in the vertical direction due to the
fact that the horizontal ranges are 2 to 6 times larger than the maximum whale depth.
In an effort to maximize the number of whale position estimates, solutions were also
calculated when only two of the three pingers were detected.

Two intersecting spheres

of range produce a circle of possible whale locations which may be further reduced to a
semi-circle of possible locations below the water line. A separate measurement of depth (in
this case measured by the DTAG's onboard pressure sensor) reduces the number of possible
solutions to two locations which must be resolved by comparison with other solutions and
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visual observations from whale surfacings.

Resolving Dual 2-Range Solutions
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Figure 3-4: To disambiguate two-range solution pairs, all fix position information is plotted on a single time-series plot such as the subset of data
shown here. For each two-range solution pair, the solution's east/west coordinate is plotted vs time. In addition east/west coordinates from 3-range
solutions and visual fixes of the whale while at the surface are plotted. The
combined data set allows one to select which of the ambiguous two-range
solution pairs is correct using the unambiguous 3-range solutions and the
visual fixes as a guide. Outlier 3-range solutions were also omitted. The
process is repeated for north/south coordinates and the intersection of the
measurement times from each provide the final two-range solution set. All
positions are plotted here as meters from the mean value.

To resolve the two ambiguous dual-range solutions, as much information about the
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whale's true position was plotted versus time and the most likely correct position was chosen
by manual comparison. Figure 3-4 illustrates the technique, in which east/west coordinates
(in meters from the mean) are plotted vs. time for all two-range solutions. Visual fixes and
three-range solutions are plotted on top of the two-range solutions and are used as a guide
to disambiguate the two-range solution pairs. Outlier 3-range solutions were also omitted
in the process. The identical method is used for north/south coordinates. The intersection
of measurement times that correspond to the east/west coordinates and the north/south
coordinates are used to generate final data set.
To provide a measure of uncertainty in the least-squares solution, an estimate of the
uncertainty in each pinger-to-whale range measurement was propagated through the leastsquares calculation. Because of the bandwidth of the acoustic signal and sample rate of the
DTAG, uncertainty in the measurement of one-way travel time was small (< 1 m) when
compared to the uncertainty in the GPS-measured position of the pinger, and therefore, the
GPS uncertainty was considered alone for a gross approximation. The GPS position 95%
confidence, radial uncertainty is 15 m [33].
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CHAPTER 4
EXAMPLE WHALE TRACK

On July 2 1 s t , 2007, a humpback whale, named "Geometry," was tagged just prior to
the end of the day's tagging efforts at approximately 21:00 UTC (5:00 P M EST). Geometry
was bubble net feeding with "Venom," "Coral," "Etch-a-sketch" and a fifth unidentified
animal at the northern tip of Stellwagen Bank (Figure 4-la). Bubble net feeding is unique
to humpback whales, in which a circular curtain of bubbles is blown to corral a school of
prey [28]. The whales subsequently engulf the prey as they are trapped within the curtain
and the surface. Geometry was tracked with the LBL system for approximately 80 minutes.
Geometry was initially tagged by a team operating from a small-boat a few kilometers
from the two other small-boats and support ship in the science party. After the tag was
applied, the team deployed pinger A, which shows up first in the time-range record shown
in Figure 3-3. The remainder of the science party relocated to the area and the two other
small-boats deployed pingers B and C shortly thereafter.

After bubble net feeding for

several minutes in the same locale, Geometry and his feeding pod transited at a rapid rate
to another school of prey approximately one kilometer away. The small-boats were unable
to keep pace with the whales while the pingers were deployed, therefore the pingers were
recovered, the boats repositioned and the pingers redeployed. This break in track is evident
at 21:50 in Figures 3-3 and 4-lb. Geometry was tracked by the three small-boats through
several dives and bubble net feeding events before the tag released at 22:46.
The entirety of the acoustically derived whale track for Geometry is shown in Figure 4-lb
in which the whale track data is plotted over gray-scale shaded bathymetry. Seafloor depths
beneath the track range from approximately 35 to 65 m. For clarity, shadows of the track
have been draped over the bathymetry and the vertical dimension has been exaggerated by
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(b)

Figure 4-1: Plan and perspective views of the acoustically-derived track
for the whale "Geometry" shown over local bathymetric data. Shadows
of the track data points have been draped on the bathymetry in black
for clarity. The perspective view is looking to the North-Northwest from
atop Stellwagen Bank. Vertical exaggeration is lOx. The track duration is
approximately 80 minutes and the general path of the whale is from left
to right.
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a factor of ten. The image is looking to the North-Northwest and Geometry's movement is
from left to right coving some 4 kilometers from start to finish.

4.1

Comparison w i t h D e a d - R e c k o n e d Tracks

The independent, acoustically derived, whale track provides an opportunity to validate and
compare the traditionally generated dead-reckoned tracking methods. Figure 4-3 compares
portions of the acoustically derived data (left), with a dead-reckoned track created assuming
a constant velocity of 1 m s _ 1 (right). The left plot of figure 4.1 shows a subset of the
acoustically derived whale track from 22:00 to 22:45 in which the whale was moving from
east to west.

The left hand plots of each of Figures 4-3a, 4-3b and 4-3c focuses on a

small portion of that subset. The right side of Figures 4.1, 4-3a, 4-3b and 4-3c show the
corresponding constant-velocity, dead-reckoned whale track for the identical timeframes.
Points in all plots are measured from the same arbitrary point (the mean of the Eastings
and Northings of the acoustically measured data).
Figure 4.1 shows a small-scale view of a portion of the acoustic and dead-reckoned
whale track data so that differences in the general trend of the data can be seen. Horizontal
distance actually covered by the whale is much larger than the distance illustrated in the
dead-reckoned whale track (2200 m vs 1700 m respectively).

Considering only starting

and ending points, the mean overall horizontal speed for the acoustic track data of 0.83
m s _ 1 , while that of the dead-reckoned track is just 0.43 m s " 1 indicating that the assumed
instanteous whale speed of l m s - 1 may be off by as much as a factor of two. Moreover,
comparison of the N / S and E / W axis of each plot shows that, because the dead-reckoned
track was fixed with only a single visual sighting at the beginning (approximately 1.6 hours
before), errors in whale speed and direction have accumulated quickly. In this case, the deadreckoned positions have drifted by 800 m in the north/south direction and 1400 m in the
east/west direction. The general direction of whale movement in each plot is also different
- with less movement to the south shown in the dead-reckoned track. This difference in
direction may indicate a heading bias in the whale tag data.
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Figure 4-2: A portion acoustically measured whale track is shown with
dead-reckoned whale track for the same time. Points in both tracks are
plotted from the mean of the acoustic data.

The dead-reckoned whale

track is generated from an initial visual fix approximately 1.6 hours prior
to the data shown here, and an assumed 1ms""1 whale speed. Errors in the
dead-reckoned track over this time frame accumulate quickly resulting in
a track offset by nearly 2 km.

The plots in Figure 4-3 focus on a smaller portions of the same data set. Figure 4-3a
contains three bubble net feeding events, which are evident as circular loops in these planview plots. The characteristic bubble net loops are clearly evident in both the acousticallyderived and dead-reckoned whale tracks.
Figure 4-3b provides a closer comparison during a single bubble net feeding event. In
the dead-reckoned track data, two loops are clearly evident as the whale travels a helical
path, rotating twice while moving vertically through the water column. However, close
inspection of the acoustic data in Figure 4-3b reveals that most of the second loop is not
recorded. The loss of fix data during the maneuver of a second loop during ascent occurs
in several of the tracked bubble net feeding events. (This is the case for all three events
Figure 4-3b, for example.) Inspection of the raw detection data (not shown here) indicates
that this loss of track results from a loss of direct path acoustic propagation of the pinger
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Figure 4-3: The pairs of plots provide a closer comparison of the acoustically derived and dead-reckoned whale tracks shown in Figure 4.1. The left
plot in each subfigure shows acoustically derived whale positions, while the
right plot shows dead-reckoned track with an assumed constant velocity for
the same time as each of the plots on the left. In each plot the whale enters
from the east and departs to the west. All positions are measured relative
to the mean Eastings and Northings of the acoustically derived positions.

signals to the tag. This might result from acoustic attenuation of the signals by the bubble
net curtain. In future work it may be possible to retain track on the animal through the
bubble net curtain, as bottom bounce signals are often still present.
Finally, comparison of the plots in Figure 4-3c show qualitatively different results between acoustic and dead-reckoned whale tracks. In this case the acoustic data is particularly
noisy due to the fact that, for a short duration, all three pingers and the whale were in a
straight line in the general north/south direction. This poor geometry provides little to no
constraint to the position estimates in the east/west direction. The result is a noisy track
which bears little resemblance to the dead-reckoned track.
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As shown in these plots, when unconstrained by visual fixes, dead-reckoned tracks poorly
locate the whale in a geographic reference frame. None-the-less dead-reckoned tracks can
provide a qualitative measure of the whale's movement such that the general behavior of
the whale is easily inferred. Acoustically derived whale tracks, on the other hand, georeference the whale, giving a proper dimension to its movements that is unattainable from
dead-reckoned tracks. Acoustically derived tracks are not without their own limitations, as
acoustic attenuation of the pinger signals may cause a loss of track and poor geometry may
produce poor fixes.
Dead-reckoned tracks may be constrained by visual fixes to reduce the positional bias
that accumulates over time. Efforts to do so, however, can change the character of the track
in ways that may not be desirable. For example, Figure 4-4a shows an acoustically derived
whale track for three bubble net feeding events, while Figure 4-4b shows the dead-reckoned
track generated from a single constant speed and Figure 4-4c a visual-fix constrained deadreckoned track, all for the same time period. The fix-constrained dead-reckoned track is
relatively accurate in absolute position—within several 10s of meters of the acousticallyderived data.

However, because the visual fixes cannot capture the dynamics of whale

speed at depth, a dead-reckoned track constrained by them tends to "string out" vertical
movement. The effect is shown in these bubble net feeding events, in which a vertical helical
whale path is strung out horizontally. In this case, the unconstrained dead-reckoned track
reproduces the qualitative character of the whale's behavior (if not its exact position) with
greater fidelity.

4.2

W h a l e Track M e a s u r e m e n t s

In addition to geographically constraining dead-reckoned whale tracks, acoustically-derived
positions allow estimation of horizontal whale speed during transits and the geometry of
common maneuvers. Horizontal whale speed is of particular interest because the depth
measurement on the DTAG provides a reasonable estimate of vertical speed leaving the
horizontal components constrained only by periodic surface observations. Seven straight-
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Acoustically Measured Whale Track

Dead-Reckoned Whale Track

(a)

(b)
Constrained Whale Track

(c)
Figure 4-4: An acoustically-measured whale track is compared with a
constant-velocity pseudo-track and a pseudo-track whose velocity is constrained by visual sightings while the whale is at the surface. Although
the fix-constrained pseudo-track is more geographically accurate, the surface fixes cannot capture changes in whale speed while at depth, resulting
in the "stringing out" horizontally of vertical bubble net feeding events.
Comparison with the acoustically-measured positions shows that, in this
case, the non-constrained pseudo-track captures the whale behavior with
better fidelity, although the absolute positioning is poor.
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line segments were extracted from the acoustically derived positions to estimate horizontal
whale transit speed between bubble net feeding events. The events were extracted from a
whale track during which the whale was nearly continually feeding—moving from bubble net
maneuver to bubble net maneuver. The mean transit speed for each segment was calculated
by dividing the distance between the first and last positions by the travel time. This method
was preferable to integration of the distance traveled over the path divided by the travel
time, as noise in the acoustic measurements results in an overestimation of whale speed. A
line was fit to the acoustically measured points and the coefficient of determination, also
known as the R2 value, for each fit was calculated using
R2 = i - —^

(4.1)

OOtot

where SSerr

= £(j/i — fi)2 and SStot = S(j/i — y)2. Here yi are the measurements, fi is

the line-fit data and y is the mean of the measurements. The R2 value indicates, on a
scale of zero to one, a quantitative measure of the amount the whale deviated from a linear
path and therefore a measure of the robustness of the speed measurement. For example,
segment number 2 (Figure 4-5) has an R2 value of 0.98, giving high confidence to the 4.2
m s " 1 value. Similarly, segment number 3 has an R2 value of 0.58, in which case either
the positions were of particularly poor quality or the path taken by the whale was not
linear. The seven calculated transit speeds are shown in Figure C-l. Local currents are not
accounted for in these calculations; currents in this area are typically less than 0.2 m s " 1
[34]. The mean travel time for the seven segments was 77 seconds.
This small dataset is insufficient in size and scope to make or confirm generalizations
about humpback swimming speeds, yet they are the first measurements of this temporal
and spatial resolution. Transit speeds measured here provide comparable results to a recent larger study of migrating humpback whales [35]. In that study, average transit speed
for whales migrating between feeding and breeding grounds were measured over 10 hour
average time segments. Mean transit speed was reported at 1.1 m s - 1 as compared to the
average 1.4 m s - 1 transit speed calculated here (omitting the 4.2 m s - 1 measurement which
is probably atypical). The similarity in these measurements is likely due, in part, to the
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Figure 4-5: Example of a straight-line segment used to estimate transit
speeds in Figure C-l.
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Figure 4-6: Transit speed estimations between bubble net feeding events.

optimal swimming speed of the humpback whale, in which the energy per distance traveled
is minimized [36].
The same study of migrating whales reports a maximum observed transit speed of 6.5
m s " 1 over just a 12 minute period which may be compared to the maximum observed transit
speed here of 4.2 ± 0.2 m s _ 1 . Transit speeds of this magnitude are uncommon and are likely
a sprint for the animal, in which a school of prey or perhaps avoidance of some threat is
more advantageous to the whale than the energy saved due to swimming with maximum
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efficiency. As more acoustic track measurements of this type are acquired, a measure of a
typical whale's ability to accelerate and maintain high swimming speeds could be developed.
These of kinds of observations may provide useful guidance to the development of protocols
for commercial shipping to mitigate the potential for ship-strikes, in that they may provide
estimates of the likelihood that, when a whale detects imminent danger, it can successfully
avoid it.

Bubble Net Event Num: 3, Radius = 8 m
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Figure 4-7: Acoustically-measured positions during a bubble net feeding
event are plotted, along with a least squares fit of those positions to a circle
The one-sigma uncertainty bounds are plotted as dotted lines. Identical
methods were used for four other bubble net events whose results are shown
in Figure 4-8.

Acoustically-derived positions were analyzed from five bubble net feeding events and a
circle has been fit to the data from each under the assumption the whale travels a circular
horizontal path during the blowing of bubble net curtains. An example of acoustically
derived positions and the resulting fit is shown in Figure D-l. The radii from all five events
are shown in Figure 4-8.
It is unknown exactly what factors dictate the size of a bubble net curtain. It has been
hypothesized that the size of the net may be adjusted by the blowing whale depending
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Bubble Net Radius for 5 Events, With 1 Sigma Uncertainty
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Figure 4-8: Bubble net radius measurements derived from a least-squares
fit to acoustically measured positions.
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Figure 4-9: Horizontal mean whale speed estimates during whale rotation
and ascension while bubble net feeding.

on the number of whales in the foraging pod [28]. In the measurements presented here,
four other whales were present.

No data was presented in the previous study allowing

comparison of bubble net sizes and the number of whales with the measurements presented
here. Conceivably, the radius of a bubble net may also be related to the sprint speed of the
prey, as a larger bubble net cylinder would be required to engulf a faster-moving school.
Or the radius of the bubble net may be only as large as the whale has air to blow, thereby
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providing a clue to the volume of air that may be held by a humpback whale.

These

questions will remain unresolved until more whales are tracked in different environments
and while feeding on different prey.
Prom the radius of each bubble net event and times associated with the start and stop
of rotation, mean horizontal whale speed has been calculated for each using Equation 4.2,

WhaleSpeed

=

2 n r Q

(4.2)

''end ~ ''Start

where r is the radius fit to the bubble net circle, fl is the fraction of the circle the whale
traveled, and tend and tstart are the ending and starting times of the maneuver, respectively.
The resulting speeds are shown in Figure 4-9.
These measurements may provide important clues to the way in which whales craft
bubble net curtains. Sharpe [28] suggests a strategy used by humpback whales to minimize
the formation of gaps in bubble nets as a function of the volume of air blown and the depth
of the whale. Larger volumes of air released at a given instant tend to produce larger,
leading bubbles. Although the bubbles rise quickly, separating them from other bubbles
initially with the potential to cause gaps, the leaders subsequently shed a large effervescence
plume which constructs the bubble curtain beneath them more effectively than a smaller
initial volume. In addition, when half the cross-sectional area of adjacent bubbles overlap
they tend to coalesce into larger bubbles. Sharpe suggests, therefore, that by overlapping
bubbles, humpback whales may produce larger leading bubbles to produce a more effective
effervescence curtain. Sharpe concedes that it is unknown what volume of air may be held
by a humpback and therefore does not consider the speeds at which a whale might move
while blowing bubbles to ensure bubble overlap. Speeds of humpback whales during bubble
net feeds measured in this study range from 1-2 m s _ 1 . Therefore, given an estimated bubble
size at the time of blowing, an estimate of the volume of air blown by the whale may be
made. Additional work would be required to make such an estimate.
By providing geo-referenced positions, the acoustic positioning system also allows the
study of the potential for the whale's interaction with the sea floor. For example, Hain et
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Figure 4-10: Three whale dives during feeding events are shown in this
track segment. Shadows of each whale position have been draped on the
sea floor for clarity. Estimated whale positions intersect the sea floor for
the center and right dives, indicating probable actual contact with the sea
floor. The whale's movement is from left to right in this image. Vertical
exaggeration is lOx.

al. [5] describe abrasions and scarring common on the lateral, lower, jaw of many humpback
whales, apparently caused by contact with the sandy, shell-ridden bottom. Combined with
other indirect evidence, they hypothesize that humpback whales may bottom feed on Stellwagen Bank [5]. Figure 4-10 provides a 3D perspective of acoustically measured positions
from three dive events between bubble net feeding events shown over bottom bathymetry.
Without other evidence it is not clear the whale was bottom feeding, none-the-less, acoustic
positioning allows one to demonstrate the whale's position with respect to the sea floor and
thereby corroborate theories of how they might interact with it.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION

A system for long-baseline acoustic positioning of tagged humpback whales has been
developed with sample updates at 1 Hz and estimated positioning uncertainty at the 5
m, 1-sigma uncertainty level. The system, consisting of three pingers, may be deployed
easily by hand from a small-boat and will operate for the duration of the time the acoustic
recording tag is attached to the whale. When the tag's sample rate has been measured
prior to deployment, only a short timing reference calibration is required on retrieval of the
DTAG.
Stability of the DTAG sample rate is essential for the system to operate for long durations. Typical ocean water temperatures (5-20° C) serendipitously fall on a plateau of
stability for the crystal oscillator driving the DTAG analog-to-digital converter. Were this
not the case, the effect could be mitigated by placing the tag in a cold water bath prior to
deployment such that they undergo only a small temperature change when deployed.
Results from the system have helped to validate dead-reckoned tracks that are traditionally created from DTAG heading and depth measurements alone. Dead-reckoned tracks
that assume a constant whale speed for the duration of the deployment have been shown to
generally reproduce the qualitative character of the true whale track, but have poor absolute
positioning. On the other hand, dead-reckoned tracks whose speed is derived from visual
fixes at the surface constrain absolute positioning, but have been shown to distort characteristic whale movements, such as bubble net feeds, in which the majority of the movement
of the whale is vertical. Acoustically derived whale positioning provides geo-referenced positions which better represent the true motion of the whale and from which quantitative
measures of that motion may be made. The acoustically derived track may suffer from
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acoustic attenuation from bubbles during bubble net feeding events and occasional poor
geometry between the pingers and the whale. These trade-offs lead to a natural blending
of the two methods in some optimal way, to be developed in future work.
Transit speeds between bubble net feeding events have been estimated from the acoustically derived positional data.

These speeds range from 1 to 4 m s _ 1 with an average

non-sprint speed of 1.4 m s " 1 . These results are similar to studies of migrating humpback
whales. In addition the radii of several bubble net feeding events have been measured from
the acoustically measured whale track. Values range from 8 to 11 m for a foraging pod
of five whales. It remains unclear what trade-offs exist in the size of bubble net curtains,
however the answer may lie in the number of whales, the speed of prey and the volume of
air a humpback may hold. Horizontal whale speeds have also been calculated for the whale
during the blowing of bubble nets. These values range from 1 to 2 m s " 1 . Measurements
of whale speeds while blowing bubble net curtains may provide insight to the strategy employed by humpbacks to ensure a gap-free bubble net and to the volume of air that may be
held by a humpback. Acoustically derived whale tracks, when combined with bathymetric
data, other ancillary tag sensors and corroborating evidence from other studies can provide
convincing evidence that humpback whales bottom feed in the Stellwagen Bank National
Marine Sanctuary. In future work, assessment of time spent near the bottom may help to
assess the propensity for entanglement in bottom fishing gear.
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APPENDIX A

STAMP BS2PX CODE

The following is the entirety of the code for operation of the pingers described in this thesis. Slight modifications were made (commenting and uncommenting lines as appropriate)
for each unit.
'
'
'
'
'

{$STAMP BS2px}
W O R T C0M1}
{$PBASIC 2.5}
Val Schmidt, Andy McLeod, Tom Weber
CCOM/JHC

' May 2007
' This code provides smarts FOR the CCOM GPS-triggered pinger.
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'

General Operation:
The system starts in standby-mode, blinking a green LED at .2Hz, and
waiting for you to push the start button. On a 5 second button push,
the system will be placed in PING mode. It will then monitor the GPS.PPS pin,
and ON receipt OUTPUT a ping. The ping type can be specified in the
RUNTIME VALUES section (CW AND Chirp are currently available. IF CW is
selected you can specify a pulse length. The default CW frequency is 30kHz.
IF Chirp is selected a series of 4ms long CW pulses will be sent at 25-31kHz
at 1kHz intervals. The sytem will immedially monitor the GPSSERIAL PIN FOR
incoming NMEA strings. It will parse the $GPRMC string, capturing the
time, lat and Ion. These will be written TO EEPROM. If instead on startup,
the start button is pushed AND held FOR 10 seconds, the green LED will
flash twice rapidly and the system will dump the contents of the EEPROM
out the DATA serial port. The EEPROM will not be erased until the pinger
is placed in PING mode again.
TO DO:
1) Insert code that looks as the "POSVALID" variable of the GPS string
and only pings/records data when "A" is received. Why? After the GPS is
started up, if it looses its fix, POSVALID will contain "V", meaning
the system is in dead-reckon mode. We probably don't want these values.
2) This is a big one - figure out how to handle more memory. This will
likely require either another eeprom, or spitting the data out the serial
port to another system for logging (which could theoretically be done
wirelessly). For a full day of data, we'd currently need about 10, 8k
eeproms. Fortunately eeproms come in larger sizes.
3) Need to write a GPS config function that will configure the GPS to a
known state automatically on startup.
4) At the moment, the GPS is powered separately with no switch. We
should control power to the GPS with the STAMP, and keep it powered down
until the activation button is pushed. This will probably require a small
transister, as I don't think you can power the GPS through a pin on the
stamp.
5) Since the addition of EEPROMs for data storage is not figured out yet,
two things remain to be coded. DUMPDATA code hasn't been written.
Bugs:
1) Should probably use the BUTTON function for the button, to prevent
spurious nose from triggering the system.
2) At the moment, on startup the system blinks the LED with a 5 second
pause in between until the button is pushed long enough for the system
to catch it and activate the pinger. Ideally the 'pause' be a 'sleep'
statement so we can save some power. Unfortuantely with sleep statements
I found erratic behavior I couldn't control. Specifically, sometimes
the system would start automatically without pushing the button. Sometimes
one would have to push the button through several sleep durations before
the system would catch the button push and activate.
3) There's no error checking on the pulse length specification. We should
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probably add this so someone doesn't give a 10 second pulse length
and fry something.
4) The ideal way to handle reading of data is to record with each write
the last slot and memory index written in some known non-volitile memory
location, then when dumping data, one can simply write all the data until
you get to that position. The Problem with this method, is it means a
write to the these eeprom locations every second. But eeproms can't handle
more than about 100,000 writes. So we'll wear out our eeprom pretty quick.
We either need to find another non-volitile place to store the value or
some other method.
' RUNTIME VALUES
CON
'CW = 0, CHIRP = 1'
1
PULSETYPE
CON
'in whole ms, CW pulse only
5
PULSELENGTH
CON
'allows turning off of logging for debugging
1
LDGDATA
CON
'allows turning off of permutating of FM steps
0
PERMUTE
' CONSTANTS:
1250 ' Units of .4ms
CON
SERIAL_TIME0UT
'Baudemode calculation X
INT(4,000,000 / Baudrate) - 20
' 8N1
BAUD4800
CON
813
CON
396
BAUD9600
' 8N1 (untested)
CON
188
BAUD19200
' 8N1
CON
1
IS0N
CON
0
IS0FF
CON
0
IS_PRESSED
CON
1
IS_UP
CON
Number of chars to capture from $GPRMC string
65
CHARST0READ
'SD Card Setup
CON
$4000
Settings for the SD Card baud
INVERTED
CON
$8000
OPEN
Settings for the SD Card baud
CON
BAUD19200
SDCardBaud
OUTPUT Frequencies (in units of 6.03 Hz)
4146
25kHz
F_25
CON
4312
26kHz
CON
F 26
4478
27kHz
CON
F 27
4643
28kHz
CON
F_28
4809
29kHz
CON
F_29
4975
30kHz
CON
F 30
5141
31kHz
CON
F 31
6136
37kHz
CON
F_37
6302
38kHz
CON
F_38
6468
39kHz
CON
F.39
6633
40kHz
CON
F.40
6799
41kHz
CON
F_41
6965
42kHz
CON
F 42
7131
43kHz
CON
F_43
'Variables
VAR Byte(14)
buffer
VAR Byte
HR
VAR Byte
MN
VAR Byte
SEC
VAR Byte
PINGID
VAR Byte
TMP
VAR Byte
idx
VAR Byte
idx2
VAR Word
value1
VAR Byte
value2
' PIN ALIASES
PING
PIN
START_BUTTON
PIN
FROM_GPSSERIAL PIN
GREEN_LED
PIN
TO.GPSSERIAL
PIN
SDCardIN
PIN
SDCardOUT
PIN
GPS.PPS
PIN
DEBUG "INITIALIZING SYSTEM..
CR
Init:
INPUT START_BUTTON
INPUT FROM.GPSSERIAL
INPUT GPS_PPS
OUTPUT PING
OUTPUT GREEN.LED
OUTPUT TO.GPSSERIAL
GOSUB INIT_SDCard
PINGID = 0
' Uncomment the appropiate line (and comment all others) for your PINGER ID.
'
PINGER A
'PUT 100,Word F_25, Word F 26, Word F_27, Word F_28, Word F_29, Word F_30, Word F_31
'
PINGER B
Word F_25, Word F_30, Word F_26, Word F.29, Word F_27, Word F_28
'PUT 100.Word F_31,
'
PINGER C
Word F_27, Word F_29, Word F_26, Word F_30, Word F_25, Word F_31
'PUT 100,Word F_28,
'
PINGER D
Word F_27, Word F_31, Word F_25, Word F_26, Word F_30, Word F_28
'PUT 100,Word F_29,
Word uF_29 , Word F_25 , Word F_31, Word F_30, Word F_26 , Word F_28
'
PINGER E
'PUT 100,Word F_27, lord F_38, Word F_39, Word F_40, Word F_41, Word F_42, Word F_43
'
PINGER F
PUT 100,Word F_37,
'For future use
'GOSUB INIT_GPS:
' On power_up, the system will wait in standby, flashing the green
' LED every 5 seconds. When the start button is pushed and held for
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' 5 seconds, the pinger will be activated after a 5 second delay.
' If the button is instead held for 10 seconds, the pinger will
' read data from memory and dump it out the serial port.
Startup_standby:
DEBUG "WAITING FDR BUTTON PUSH...", CR
DO
GOSUB FLASHGREENONCE:
PAUSE(SOOO)
LOOP UNTIL (START_BUTTON = 0)
DEBUG "BUTTON PUSH DETECTED!", CR
GOSUB FLASHGREENTWICE
GOSUB FLASHGREENTWICE
'GOSUB FLASHGREENTWICE
PAUSE(5000)
' ' ' THIS CARD-READING PART COMMENTED OUT FOR VERSION 1
'PAUSE(5000)
''If button is still pushed, readcard
'IF START_BUTTON=IS_PRESSED THEN
' GOSUB openfileR
' DEBUG STR buffer, CR
' IF buffer(O) = ">" THEN GOSUB getinfo ELSE GOTO openfileR
' GOTO readcard
' DEBUG "DONE."
' END
'ENDIF
Main:
' Prepare SDCard for appending data.
GOSUB openfileA
' This loops until successful. May not be necessary.
IF buffer(O) = ">" THEN GOTO continue4 ELSE GOTO openfileA
continue4:
' RUNTIME LOOP
DO
' For freq. agile pulses, short pings of constant frequency are sent in
' successsion. Their order is encoded using the current time, and the key
' to this encoding is the PINGID variable. PINGID is preset to 0 for the
' first ping, and later set based on the seconds of the minute. Here we
' predetermine the order of the frequencies so they may be rapidly
' transmitted when the 1PPS signal is received.
IF PULSETYPE = 1 THEN
GOSUB prepPING
ENDIF
'DEBUG "looking for GPS", CR
POLLIN GPS_PPS,1
' <
pin.targetstate, looking for 1 on pin 7.
POLLMODE 2
' need this to activate polling
POLLWAIT 8
' program holds here awake in an ASM loop for target state
'DEBUG "hi", CR
BRANCH PULSETYPE, [CW, CHIRP]
'PING!
PING_CONTINUE:
'GOSUB CHIRP2
POLLIN GPS_PPS,0
' looking for 0 on pin 7, to sync loop to pps
POLLWAIT 8
' waiting for pin 7 to be 0
SERIN FROM GPSSERIAL,BAUD192OO,SERIAL_TIMEOUT,M0VE0N,[WAIT("$GPRMC"), SPSTR CHARSTOREAD ]
MOVEON:
GOSUB parsetime
DEBUG "HR: ", DEC HR, " MN: ", DEC MN, " SEC: ", DEC SEC, CR
' write the data
IF LOGDATA THEN
GOSUB WRITEDATA
ENDIF
' Select the ping ID for the next cycle. One is added to the seconds
' because the NMEA string isn't parsed until after the ping has been sent.
' In this way, we anticipate the ping type for the next second.
IF PULSETYPE = 1 THEN
PINGID = (SEC+D/10
' For 6 ping types
'PINGID = (SEC+D//10 ' For 10 ping types
ENDIF
DEBUG "PINGID: ", DEC PINGID, CR
IF START_BUTTON = IS.PRESSED THEN
DEBUG "Exiting...", CR
EXIT
ENDIF
GOSUB FLASHGREENONCE
LOOP
GOSUB fileclose
END
'Function; INIT.SDCard
'INIT.SDCard: Function to initialize the SDCard
INIT_SDCard:
'LOW SDCardOUT
PAUSE 5000 ' Long pause is required on startup to allow SDCard to init internally
'Note from Tom: Program hung here prior to setting SD card baud rate to 19200
'so I commented out these four lines on the first run of this program for a
'new pinger
SEROUT SDCardOUT, SDCardBaud, ["V", CR]
SERIN SDCardIN, SDCardBaud, [STR buffer\13]
'moveonl5:
DEBUG "VERSION: ", STR buffer, CR
PAUSE 20
IF (buffer(O) = "1" AND buffer(l) = "0" AND buffer(2) = "1") THEN
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DEBUG "Successful Corns with SDCard", CR
ELSE
DEBUG "Failed CDMS with SD Card, Setting to 19200", CR
SEROUT SDCardOUT, BAUD9600, ["S 0 1", CR]
SERIN SDCardIN, SDCardBaud, 50, moveonl4,[STR buffer\13]
moveonl4:
DEBUG "Set at 19200:", STR buffer, CR
DEBUG "Pleaes Power-Cycle Unit!", CR
END
ENDIF
' Close File in case it was open before...
GOSUB fileclose
' Check to see the command was successfull. If not, (error code received)
' try to close the file again.
IF buffer(O) = ">" THEN GOTO moveon3 ELSEIF buffer(O) = "E" THEN GOTO fileclose
moveon3:
RETURN
j

'Function; fileclose:
'A function to attempt to close an open file on the SD Card
'This frees the file handle for subsequent actions.
fileclose:
DEBUG "Closing File...", CR
SEROUT SDCardOUT, SDCardBaud, ["C 1", CR]
SERIN SDCardIN, SDCardBaud, 500, moveon4, [STR bufferU]
moveon4:
DEBUG STR buffer, CR
RETURN
Function; openfileA:
A function to open a new data file on the SDCard for appending.
At the moment, only a single file name is used.
openfileA:
DEBUG "Opening file...", CR
SEROUT SDCardOUT, SDCardBaud, ["0 1 A /GPS01.TXT", CR]
SERIN SDCardIN, SDCardBaud, 2000, moveon5, [STR bufferU]
moveon5:
DEBUG STR buffer, CR
DEBUG "hellod", CR
RETURN
'Function; INIT_GPS
'INIT_GPS:
' SEROUT TO_GPSSERIAL, BAUD4800, ["$PGRMC, ...
j

'Function; parsetime:
'A function to parse the time from the GPS string
'Subtraction of "0" converts from the ASCII numeric representation
'to a decimal value.
j

parsetime:
GET 1, value2
HR = (value2 - "0") * 10
GET 2,value2
HR = HR + (value2 - "0")
GET 3, value2
MN = (value2 - "0") * 10
GET 4, value2
MN = MN + (value2 - "0")
GET 5, value2
SEC = (value2 - "0") * 10
GET 6, value2
SEC = SEC + (value2 - "0")
RETURN
'Function; CW
CW:
FREQDUT PING,PULSELENGTH*1000/166,4975
DEBUG "CW!" , CR
GOTO PING.CONTINUE
Function; CHIRP
CHIRP:
FREQOUT PING,6,4146
FREQOUT PING,6,4312
FREQOUT PING,6,4478
FREQOUT PING,6,4643
FREQOUT PING,6,4809
FREQOUT PING,6,4975
FREQOUT PING,6,5141
DEBUG "CHIRP!",CR
GOTO PING.CONTINUE
CHIRP:
FOR idx=0 TO 12 STEP 2
value1.L0WBYTE = buffer(idx)
valuel.HIGHBYTE = buffer(idx+l)
FREQOUT PING, 6, valuel
'DEBUG "VALUE: ", DEC valuel, CR
NEXT
DEBUG "CHIRP!", CR
GOTO PING.CONTINUE
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'Function; prepPING
' Calculates the sequence of encoded frequencies in preparation for
' the next ping and stores them in the buffer as 2 byte words.
' PINGID is set by the 10's of seconds in the current minute elsewhere.
' (i.e. when seconds = 25, PINGID = 2 ) . The routine takes the reference
' frequency list (encoded in Scatchpad RAM during INIT), and steps
' through it skipping PINGID values. When the end of the reference
' list is reached the routine returns to the beginning until all the
' reference values have been chose. For example, if the reference list
' had values [ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7] and the PINGID were 3, the routine would
' extract the values as [ 1 4 7 3 6 2 5 ] . Of course, the values are not
' 1-7 but rather frequency values for the FREQOUT statement (not in Hz,
' see the documentation). Values retrieved are 2 bytes. These are stored
' in successive two byte entries wihtin the "buffer" array.
prepPING:
idx =0
'DEBUG "HERE",CR
' These lines prevent permutations of the FM ping steps if PERMUTE is not set.
IF PERMUTE THEN
PINGID = PINGID + 1
ELSE
PINGID = 1
ENDIF
DO WHILE idx <= (6 * PINGID)
GET ((idx//7)*2)+100, Word valuel
'DEBUG "PREP VAL: ", DEC valuel, CR
'DEBUG "buflDX:", DEC (idx//7)*2 ,CR
buffer((idx/PINGID)*2) = valuel.LOWBYTE
buffer(((idx/PINGID)*2)+l) = valuel.HIGHBYTE
idx = idx + (PINGID)
LOOP
RETURN
j
'Function; WRITEDATA
' Writes data stored in the RAM buffer to the SDCard. This function
' loops through the first CHARSTOREAD places in RAM where the data
' has been stored. When the buffer if full (13 bytes), it is written
' to the file. When all bytes have been written, a CR is written.
• WRITEDATA:
' SEROUT SDCardOUT, SDCardBaud,["!AS", STR POSVALID, ",", DEC LATDEG,",",DEC LATMIN,".", STR LATDEC,
'
DEC LONDEG, ",", LQNMIN, ".", STR LONDEC, CR, LF]
FOR idx = 0 TO (CHARSTOREAD - 1)
idx2 = idx//13
' modulus
GET idx, buffer(idx2)
IF (idx2 = 12) THEN
' Perform write in 13 byte chunks
'DEBUG "Writing; ", STR buffer, "
SEROUT SDCardOUT, SDCardBaud, ["W 1 13", CR, STR buffer\13]
SERIN SDCardIN, SDCardBaud, 500, moveon8, [STR bufferU]
moveon8:
'DEBUG "hello...", CR
DEBUG STR buffer, CR
ENDIF
NEXT
SEROUT SDCardOUT, SDCardBaud, ["W 1 2", CR, CR, LF]
SERIN SDCardIN, SDCardBaud, 500, moveon9, [STR bufferU]
moveon9:
DEBUG STR buffer, CR
DEBUG "Wrote Position..", CR
RETURN
'Function; openfileR
openfileR:
DEBUG "Openning file for reading...", CR
SEROUT SDCardOUT, SDCardBaud, ["0 1 R /GPS01.TXT", CR]
SERIN SDCardIN, SDCardBaud, 200, moveon6, [STR buffer\l]
moveon6:
RETURN
'Function; getinfo
getinfo:
DEBUG "Getting File info....", CR
SEROUT SDCardOUT, SDCardBaud, ["I 1", CR]
SERIN SDCardIN, SDCardBaud, 200, moveon7,[DEC valuel, SKIP 1, DEC value2]
moveon7:
DEBUG "Position: ", DEC valuel, CR
DEBUG "Size: ", DEC value2, CR
RETURN
'Function; readcard
readcard:
DEBUG "Reading Card.." , CR
GOSUB getinfo
DEBUG "Standby for data in 3 seconds...", CR
PAUSE 3000
value2=l
valuel(1)=0
DO
SEROUT SDCardOUT, SDCardBaud, ["R 1 13", CR]
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'SEROUT SDCardOUT, SDCardBaud, t"R 1 65", CR]
SERIN SDCardIN, SDCardBaud, 200, moveonll, [STR buffer\13]
'SERIN SDCardIN, SDCardBaud, 300,moveonll, [SPSTR 65]
moveonll:
'DEBUG STR buffer
'FDR idx=0 TO (65-1)
' GET idx, valuel
' DEBUG STR valuel
' IF valuel = "E" THEN
' value2=0
' ENDIF
'NEXT
' LOOP UNTIL (value2 = 0)
LOOP UNTIL (buffer(0) = "E")
DEBUG CR
DEBUG "Done: ", STR buffer, CR
GOSUB getinfo
DEBUG "Erase file? (y/n)"
DEBUGIN STR valuelU
DEBUG "Response: ", STR valuel , CR
IF valuel = "y" THEN GOSUB erasefile
RETURN
'Function; erasefile
erasefile:
'DEBUG "Erasing file...", CR
SEROUT SDCardOUT, SDCardBaud, ["E /GPS01.TXT", CR]
SERIN SDCardIN, SDCardBaud, 200, moveonlO,[STR buffer\l]
mbveonlO:
'DEBUG STR buffer, CR
RETURN
J

'Function; FLASHGREENONCE
FLASHGREENONCE:
GREEN LED=ISON
PAUSE(50)
GREEN_LED=ISOFF
RETURN
•Function; FLASHGREENTUICE
j

' Flashes the green LED twice (rapidly)
FLASHGREENTWICE:
GREEN_LED=ISON
PAUSE(50)
GREEN LED=ISOFF
PAUSE(50)
GREEN LED=ISON
PAUSE(50)
GREEN LED=ISOFF
RETURN
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APPENDIX B
MATCHED FILTER BANK GENERATION

To generate the matched filter bank, operation of each pinger was measured in the
University of New Hamsphire's acoustic test tank facility. Amplitude of each sub-pulse
in the train is a function of both the frequency of the pulse and its relative order in the
train. For example the power amplifier was tuned to match the transducer impedance at a
nominal 30 kHz. Therefore sub-pulse's having frequencies above or below 30kHz result in
smaller amplitude signals. In addition, although a 4400 /iF capacitor is used to provide a
current boost to the power amplifier this current is not maintained throughout transmission
resulting in reduced amplitudes for sub-pulses later in the train. An example of a recorded
pinger transmission is shown in Figure B-l. The size of the acoustic test tank is not large
enough to prevent the simultaneous recording of both direct path and reflected signals. To
mitigate the effect of reflected signals, the pinger transducer and hydrophone were placed
in close proximity (j 1 m) such that the received signal was far greater than any reflected
signal from the tank walls or surface.
To generate the matched filter bank, acoustic samples of all 18 transmit pulses were
recorded and amplitude weighting factors calculated for the sub-pulses in each.
Figure B-3 shows the results of measured amplitude weighting factors for one pinger.
These weights (w\.. .w-j) were used in Equations B.l - B.7 to generate the subpulses for
each matched filter.
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Pinger Pulse Example Measured in the UNH Acoustic Test Tank
0.5 r

59.095

59.1

59.105
59.11
Time, s

59.115

59.12

Figure B-l: An example waveform of a pinger transmission recorded in the
the University of New Hampshire's acoustic test tank. Relative amplitudes
of each sub-pulse are a function of both the frequency of the pulse and its
relative position within the larger train.

Ily Derived Weighting Factors for Six Signal Pertubations +/- 2 X STD ERROI
1.3r

2
3
4
5
6
Sub-pulse Sequence Number

Figure B-2: Mean acoustic sub-pulse amplitude weighting factors measured
from a full minute of recorded transmissions from one pinger. Since the
sub-pulse permutation changes every 10 seconds, 10 amplitude values are
averaged to determine each weight.
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subpulsel

=

w\ sin(27r/ii)

(B.l)

subpulse2 =

w2 sin(27r fat)

(B.2)

subpulsel

=

w3 sin(37r fat)

(B.3)

subpulsci

=

W4 sin(47r/4i)

(B.4)

subpulsel —

w5 sin(57r/ 5 t)

(B.5)

subpulseQ =

w6

sm(6nf6t)

(B-6)

subpulsel

wj sin(77r fat)

(B.7)

=

The subpulses were then concatenated with short durations of zeros inserted between
each to produce the final matched filter pulse train shown in Figure B-3 below.

Matched Filter (top) and Data Sample (bottom)

Figure B-3: The resulting matched filter is shown above a recorded pinger
transmission for comparison.

Note that the acoustic pulses were recorded at 64 kHz in anticipation of DTAGS having
a maximum sample rate of 64 kHz rather than 96 kHz. The matched filter was generated
at this same sample rate. Sub-pulses having a frequency near the sample rate causes the
appearance of amplitude modulation seen in the second sub-pulse in the figure below when
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no explicit amplitude modulation is applied. The matched filter bank was later resampled
to 96 kHz to complete processing of the 96 kHz acoustic data collected in this study.
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APPENDIX C
PINGER CIRCUIT DIAGRAM
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Figure C-l: Pinger circuit diagram.
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APPENDIX D
TIME ENCODING ALGORITHM

To encode the time into each pinger's acoustic pulse, a single reference permutation
of sub-pulses is stored in the pinger's memory. This reference permutation is transmitted
for seconds 0-9. For seconds 10-19, an acoustic pulse is generated by skipping adjacent
frequency steps in the reference permutation, returning to skipped values when the end of
the list is reached. For seconds 20-29, the acoustic pulse sent is generated by skipping two
values in the reference permutation. For seconds 30-39, 40-49 and 50-59, three, four and
five steps are skipped respectively. The process is illustrated in Figure D-l while the actual
code can be found in Appendix A.
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Frequency-Hopped 10-Second
Time Encoding Algorithm
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Figure D-l: The method by which time is encoded into each pinger's acoustic signal.
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